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We propose a new interpretation of the spontaneous time reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB) observed re ently
in a pseudogap state of uprates (Kaminsky et al.). It is shown that the TRSB di hroism in ARPES signal
may be related to the lo al spin spiral stru tures in the system. It may be aused by a spinorbit intera tion
and by spin polarization of ele trons at various se tions of the Fermi surfa e in the spiral state. The angular
dependen e of the di hroism signal is studied in a s hemati KKR approximation. Tests are proposed to he k
the existen e of the lo al spiral spin stru ture and to distinguish it from the TRSB state with mi ro- urrents
onstru ted by Varma.
PACS: 71.10.Fd, 74.20.Rp, 74.20.-z

The nature of a pseudogap (PS) state of high-T
uprates in the underdoped (UD) region remains
an intriguing problem [1, 2℄. Using the angularresolved photoemission (ARPES) with ir ularly polarized light (CPL), Kaminsky et al. [3℄ re ently revealed a new property of the pseudogap state of UD
Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8 Æ (BSCCO). It was shown that this
state displays a spontaneous time-reversal symmetry
breaking (TRSB). Earlier, Varma [4℄ predi ted the possibility of TRSB in uprates. They proposed the fasinate ground state with ir ular mi ro urrents inside
plaquettes of the CuO2 plane with a denite alignment of the orbital angular momenta asso iated with
these mi ro- urrents. Namely, the up-dire ted orbital
momenta arrange along one diagonal and the downdire ted orbital momenta arrange along the other diagonal. The alignment of orbital angular momenta proposed in [4, 5℄ is not related to any spin alignment.
The aim of the present paper is to dis uss an alternative possibility for onstru ting a state with TRSB.
We propose a state in whi h the TRSB is due to a
spiral spin stru ture. The arguments in favor of this
hypothesis are as follows. The ele tri eld of CPL
a tually intera ts only with the orbital motion. Therefore, the TRSB di hroism implies a denite orientation
of orbital angular momenta, hLn i 6= 0. Su h momenta,
* E-mail: mov hin enter. hph.ras.ru

entered on the atoms, an be indu ed by aligned spin
momenta hSn i 6= 0 through the spinorbit intera tion.
This implies that a TRSB di hroism D an be observed
in ARPES if the photoemission setup an sele tively
measure the eje ted ele trons with a denite spin proje tion  = " or  = #. The sign of the TRSB di hroism must then depend on the sign of  . Be ause the
ARPES is usually nonsele tive with respe t to the nal
spin proje tion of the eje ted ele tron, the total TRSB
di hroism is expe ted to be zero if the mean spin polarization of the initial states is zero. But for the spiral
spin stru ture, the o upan y nk of the initial oneele tron band state fk g with a denite k depends on
 . Su h a spin polarization of the initial k -state an indu e nonzero TRSB ee ts in the ARPES signal. We
therefore al ulate a di hroism that might manifest in
ARPES for the spiral spin onguration of uprates.
The spiral spin stru ture has been dis ussed as a
possible ground state of a doped CuO2 plane. Calulations in the mean eld approximation or in the
slave boson te hnique [68℄ were arried out in su h
a lass of fun tions. The al ulations have shown that
the spiral state is lower in energy than the antiferromagnet (AF) state and the deviation Q = jQ QAF j
of the spirality ve tor Q from QAF = (;  ) in reases
with doping. The spiral or any other periodi spin
stru tures are asso iated with in ommensurate peaks
in the spin sus eptibility (q; ! ) as ! ! 0 [9, 10℄. Su h
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(R = 1) or left (L = 1) CPL with a omplex amplitude,
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AR(L) = A0[ex

ϕ
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D = (MR

z
q

Setup onguration of the ARPES experiment
[3℄. The propagation ve tor q of CPL lies in the mirror plane xz; kf and k are the nal momentum of the
eje ted ele tron and its omponent in the CuO2 plane
(xy plane)

Fig. 1.

peaks have been observed in La1 x Srx CuO4 (LSCO) at
q = (  Æ;  ), (;   Æ ) [11℄. It is now proved (see [12℄
and referen es therein) that the peaks in LSCO are
related to the stripe phases. For BSCCO, a variety
of hidden orders (spin and harge stripes, orbital AF
order, et .) have been dis ussed [13, 14℄. Latest tunnel spe tros opy studies of BSCCO reveal stru tures
with the periodi ity of four unit ells around a vortex
or the antiphase AF stripe stru ture along CuO bonds
[1517℄. But the TRSB ee t does not display in the
stati stripe phase. It may be expe ted in states with
the spin or harge urrents, su h as the spiral spin state.
To verify this possibility, we al ulate the di hroism of
the ARPES signal for the spiral state.
The s heme of the experiment [3℄ is given in Fig. 1.
The right (left) polarized light with a propagation ve tor q impa ts the rystal surfa e determined by a normal ve tor n. The xz plane is one of the mirror planes
of the rystal with the x axis along the CuO bonds or
along the diagonal dire tion. The eje ted ele tron has
a nal momentum kf . The ARPES intensity

I

/ jMif j2 Æ(Ei

Ef

~! )

is determined by the matrix element of the intera tion

O = (e=2me )(Ap + pA)

with the eld

M =A F ;

F = h f jp

j

i (k )i

(2)

For a given onguration of the setup ve tors n, kf ,
and q , the ARPES di hroism signal D is determined
by the relative dieren e of intensities for the two light
polarizations,

k
kf

os  + iR(L)ey + ez sin  ℄:

(1)

between initial and nal states. In the dipole approximation, it ontains the ve tor potential A of the right

ML )=(MR + ML ):

(3)

We study the symmetry properties of ARPES matrix elements with respe t to ree tion in the mirror
plane of the rystal, whi h is perpendi ular to the surfa e in a typi al photoemission experiment. Following [3℄, we rst onsider a time reversal invariant initial
state i (k ) and let q and n lie in the mirror plane m of
the rystal (here, the xz plane). The di hroism signal
D is then nonzero only if kf does not lie in the mirror
plane m and D has the opposite signs for k at the dierent sides of the mirror plane. This di hroism is alled
geometri al. This large ee t has been observed at any
doping [3℄. But in UD BSCCO, the residual di hroism
(D 6= 0) has been observed even for a oplanar onguration of n, kf , and q , in whi h all the three ve tors
lie in the mirror plane m. In what follows, we let qz and
q denote the normal and 2D intra-layer omponents of
the photon momentum q and similarly let kz and k
denote the respe tive omponents of the nal ele tron
momentum kf .
We rst onsider a large geometri al di hroism and
then dis uss a possible origin of the observed residual
di hroism related to TRSB of the ground state of UD
uprate. We suggest that the main ontributions to
the matrix element are given by spa e regions inside
the atomi spheres. This is in a ordan e with the fa t
that frequen y dependen es of the photoemission intensity roughly repeat the dependen es of photoemission
ross-se tions oming from the orresponding atomi
omponents [18℄.
The formalism for evaluating the opti al matrix element for a general latti e within the KKR s heme is
given in [19℄. Some orre tions must be introdu ed to
provide the ommon asymptoti behavior / eikf r of the
nal wave fun tion of the eje ted ele tron outside the
sample (z > 0). We restri t our onsideration to the
one-step model (see [20℄) des ribing the oherent part
of photoemission. Generalization to a three-step model
requires in orporating res attering and relaxation proesses in order to des ribe the ba kground in the energy
distribution fun tion of the eje ted ele tron. We believe
that the one-step model is su ient for a qualitative des ription of the angular dependen e of di hroism. For
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this aim, we use the most simplied form of the initial
and nal states in the pro ess.
The starting point in al ulating F in (1) is the
KKR wave fun tion for a multi omponent latti e [19℄.
In the HartreeFo k representation, the one-parti le
initial state i with the quasi-momentum k is a superposition of orbitals belonging to ea h enter,

X

p1

B (nz )eikr il CLi Li (r Rn ); (4)
N n;
where enumerates all atoms pla ed at Rn in the unit
ell n = (nx ; ny ; nz ) and L = l; m are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the orbitals inside ea h
atomi sphere jr Rn j < an . For the upper valen e
anti-bonding band of the CuO2 plane, the main orbitals
i
L are the dx2 y2 orbital of Cu and px ; py orbitals of
two oxygens Ox , Oy . These orbitals onstitute a basis
set of the Emery model.
Thus, the initial one-ele tron state is taken as a superposition of the main real orbitals; in the se ondary
quantization representation, it is given by
i (r; k ) =

i (k;  ) =

X
nz

h

i

y : (5)
Bi (nz ) d dyk + i x xyk + i y yk

y of the
The orresponding site operators dyn , xyn; , yn;
Emery model refer to the real fun tions dx2 y2 (r Rn;d )
and p (r Rn; ) with Rn; = Rn + e a=2,  = x; y .
The fun tions are onsidered to extend inside the orresponding atomi (mun-tin) spheres. The real oe ients d , x , and y in (5) are obtained by solving
the Emery model. The summands in Eqs. (4) and (5)
refer to a layer number nz . The amplitudes B (nz ) depending on the distan e of the layer from the surfa e
phenomenologi ally des ribe a oherent or in oherent
interlayer transport along z near the surfa e depending on the phase orrelations between dierent layers. For the standard bulk initial state i used in [19℄,
B (nz ) / exp (ikz nz ).
The nal state inside the sample is taken in a similar
KKR form with the same in-plane momentum k ,
f

=

p1

X

N n;

B f (nz )eikRn il CL YL L (r Rn ):
(6)

Here, ea h fun tion L with the angular momentum
quantum numbers L = (l; m) is determined inside
atomi spheres around the orresponding enter Rn; .
The inuen e of the surfa e at z = 0 is des ribed by introdu ing the fa tors B f (nz ), by phases Æl; of omplex
oe ients

CL = jCL jeÆl ;

(7)

òîì
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and by expli it angular spheri al harmoni s YL =
= Ylm (k^f ) depending on the dire tion of the nal mo-

mentum kf . The phases are spe i for enters in
the unit ell and for the angular momentum l. These
phases arise from mat hing nal state (6) inside the
sample with the ommon plane wave / eikf r in empty
spa e outside it. The phase modulation of ontributions in (6) determines the geometri al di hroism of
the photoemission.
The origin of spheri al harmoni s in Eq. (6) and
of the phase modulation of oe ients (7) an be illustrated as follows. We rst onstru t the nal state
f; (r) for the ele tron photoemission along the dire tion k^f from one enter fn; g only. A ording to [21℄,
it must be a fun tion of ontinuum with the plane-wave
asymptoti form / eikf r and in oming radial waves as
jr Rn j ! 1. This nal state is
f

= exp (ikf Rn ) 



X
l;m

 (k^f )'l (r );
il eiÆl Ylm (^r )Ylm

(8)

where r = jr Rn j. The s attering phase Æl for
the orbital momentum l is dened by the asymptoti
behavior of the real radial fun tion of ontinuum,

'l (r) /

1
r



sin kr

l

2

+ Æl



:

(A ording to the KKR approa h, we an onsider the
asymptoti form a hieved at the surfa e of the muntin sphere.)
In a similar manner, the nal state f for the ele tron eje ted from Ns enters of the surfa e layer must
be a fun tion whose asymptoti form at large z > 0 is
given by a ommon plane wave / eikf r and in oming
spheri al waves ontributed by dierent enters.
If kf jRn
Rn j > 1 and if we negle t the se ondary s attering pro esses, then the nal state wave
fun tion inside ea h nonoverlapping mun-tin sphere
surrounding the enter (n ) of a surfa e layer must
have form (6) with omplex oe ients CL / eiÆl .
The se ondary pro esses a tually syn hronize the
phases Æl of all ontributions to the nal state from
dierent angular harmoni s and dierent enters. The
KKR bulk solution for the nal state f (kf ) found
in [19℄ takes the phase and amplitude syn hronization
of all se ondary pro esses into a ount, but negle ts the
ne essary additional syn hronization and phase modulation oming from the boundary surfa e where solutions should be mat hed with the plane wave with
momentum kf .
0

0

0
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The fun tions F (l0 ; k^) determining the - omponents
of the matrix element in Eq. (1). The index   enumerates the ontributions from dierent orbitals of the
initial state, from px(y) orbitals of oxygens Ox(y) or
dx2 y2 ; dxy orbitals of Cu; the nal hannels s; p; d
orrespond to the angular momenta l0 = 0; 1; 2. The
respe tive fun tions Gx(y) ; Lk ; gx, and gy ; Pk are
even and odd fun tions with respe t to the mirror
plane zx

For a qualitative study of the angular dependen e
of di hroism and its symmetry, it is su ient to use
the nal state in form (6) without spe ifying the values
and phases of CL in (6). We therefore use Eqs. (5)
and (6) for a s hemati representation of initial and
nal states to study the symmetry and possible angular dependen e of di hroism manifested in ARPES. The
omponents F of matrix element (1) are expressed as a
sum of integrals over the interior of atomi spheres with
the enters ( ) for the orresponding hannels l ! l0 ,
0

MR(L) = A ( )F  (l0 k^):

Here, A are omponents of ve tor potential (2)
depending on the right or left polarization of CPL,
 = R(L) = 1, and k^ = kf =kf . The fun tions F  (l0 ; k^) orrespond to real initial orbitals
 = dx2 y2 ; px ; py . To obtain these, we use the
sele tion rules l0 = l  1 for orbital angular momenta
for integrals inside the atomi spheres. For simpli ity,
we retain only the matrix elements for the transitions
px(y) ! s; d and dx2 y2 ! p from the Ox(y) and Cu
enters of the CuO2 plane. A ording to the KKR
al ulations [19℄, su h transitions give the main ontributions. Omitting the transition dx2 y2 ! f at the
Cu enter does not hange the symmetry properties of
the al ulated di hroism. It leads only to negle ting
the small higher harmoni s in the angular dependen e
of the ARPES intensity.
The resulting expressions for the fun tions F  (l0 k^)
are presented in the Table. For the p ! s; d transitions
in oxygen, they also in lude the fa tors

q

gx(y) = sx(y) = s2x +s2y ;

sx(y) =  sin (kx(y) =2) (10)

that originate from the angular dependen e of the real
amplitudes x(y) and d of dierent orbitals in initial
band state (5) of the Emery model (with the ee tive
parameters d ; p ; tpd ; tpp ). At tpp  tpd , the amplitudes in (5) are
x(y)

= gx(y) sin ;

d

i

(9)

= os ;

(11)

tg 2 = 2tpd ( os kx + os ky )=(d p ):
Extension to large tpp does not hange the symmetry
of the amplitudes.
The oe ients C0(I,II) (k )Pin the Table in lude
1) the sum over the layers
Bf (nz )Bi (nz ) based
on the phenomenologi al or tight-binding dependen es B (nz ); 2) the phase fa tors exp (iÆl ) oming
from boundary onditions; 3) the redu ed integrals
hl0 k p k l i over angular variables after removing the

px
px
py
py

f

dx2 y2
dxy
Note:

Fx

Fy

Fz

s
C0 gx
0
0
d
CI gx Gx
CI gx Pk
CI gx Lk
s
0
C0 gy
0
d
CI gy Pk
CI gy Gy
CI gy Lk
p CII sin  os ' CII sin  sin '
0
p CII sin  sin ' CII sin  os '
0

Gx(y) =  sin2 

'

 + 1=3, gx(y) are
Lk = sin 2 os ',
Pk = sin2  sin 2'.
os 2

os

2

determined by Eqs. (10),

m dependen e; 4) the radial integrals; 5) the fa tors
sin  and os  from amplitudes (11).
The ARPES di hroism signal is then given by
D(') = ImfM (M ) g=(jM j2 + jM j2 );

(12)

where M = MR + ML , M = MR ML , and the angles
 and ' des ribe the nal momentum kf . Dependen e
(12) an be represented as D(') / G~ (k ) sin ', where
the fun tion G~ (k ) is even with respe t to ree tion in
the mirror plane zx. In a ordan e with (9), the quantities MR(L) are determined by omplex onstants C0 ,
CI , and CII , whereas the other angular fun tions listed
in the Table are real. It an be shown that the di hroism signal is zero if all the oe ients CL in (7) have
the same phases Æ ;l or their dieren es are multiples
of  . A representation of the nal state with orre t
phases is therefore signi ant for the des ription of geometri al di hroism.
At q^ = n, when the photon impa ts normally to
the CuO2 plane, we obtain

M = CII sin  os ' + gx [C0
CI ( os2  sin2  os 2')℄ + gy CI sin2  sin 2';

(13)

M = CII sin  sin ' + gy [C0
CI ( os2  + sin2  os 2')℄ + gx CI sin2  sin 2'; (14)

0
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q
M

0

S

0

1

S0

M0

2

'=

Dependen e of the geometri al di hroism D(') on the azimuthal angle ' of the ve tor kf for k moving along the
nesting lines jkx  ky j = . Solid, dashed, and thin urves orrespond to the angles  = 0; =6; =3 of the photon
momentum q. Setup ongurations with x along the diagonal dire tion or along the CuO bonds refer to left or right graphs.
Arbitrarily taken oe ients (7) are given in text

Fig. 2.

where  and ' are the polar angles of kf . It follows
from (11) and (12) that the di hroism signal is an odd
fun tion, D( ') = D('), that vanishes at ' = 
and ' = 0. This is an expe ted property of geometrial di hroism.
Manifestations of geometri al di hroism depend on numerous parameters. In Fig. 2, we give
examples of the fun tions D(') for three angles
g = 0, =6, and =3 of the photon momentum
in the mirror plane zx for k moving along the
boundary jkx  ky j =  and kz = jk  nj. We
assign arbitrary values to the relative amplitudes,
jC0 =CI j = jC0 =CIIj = 1:0, and the relative phases
fÆl =0 (O), Æl =2 (O), Æl =1 (Cu)g = f0; 3=4; =4g of
the oe ients C0 , CI , CII in dierent hannels of O
and Cu enters. Two setup ongurations with x along
the CuO bond or along the diagonal dire tion are
onsidered. The fun tion D(') is an odd fun tion of '
and vanishes at ' = 0;  . The al ulated geometri al
di hroism disappears for all ' if all phase dieren es
Æl Æl = m are multiples of  . This is the ase for
the Cu- and O- ontributions to the matrix element
al ulated in [19℄. There, the standard KKR bulk
wave fun tions were used and the additional phase
modulation was negle ted. At the normal photon
impa t ( = 0), the di hroism signal is zero on
ea h mirror plane of the tetragonal latti e, i.e., at
' = m=4.
0

0

0

0

We now take the spinorbit intera tion on Cu into
a ount,

VLS = 

X
n

Ln Sn;

(15)

where  is the orresponding onstant. The initial band
i then transforms to i + Æ in a way
fun tion k
k
equivalent to repla ement of dyx2 y2 ; in (5) by

dyx2 y2 ; + C [2i dyxy;

 dyzx; 

idyzy;  ℄ (16)

in Eqs. (5) and (4). Here,  = =j j = 1 and
Cl / =2ÆE , where ÆE is the energy dieren e of
the d-orbitals of x2 y 2 and xy; yz; xz symmetries.
i leads to hanges
The additional ontribution to k
M ! M + ÆM , M ! M + Æ M ( ) in Eqs. (10),
(11), and (12). The TRSB di hroism signal at the normal photon impa t ( = 0) is then determined by

Æ M =  4C CII sin  os ':

(17)

As a result, the di hroism signal D(';  ) of photoemission with the nal momentum kf and spin proje tion
 of the eje ted ele tron is given by

D(; k ) = A sin '
 Re(MCII )
jM j2 + jM j2 4C sin  os ';
1086
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a

b

c

d

The images of the spin-sele tive (plots a, ) and overall (plots b, d) spe tral fun tions A" (k; !), A(k; !) at ! = 0
in the Brillouin zone. The main and shadow Fermi surfa es are shown for the spiral states with the spirality ve tors Q = Q
and Q = Q in (19) (plots a, b and , d orrespondingly)

Fig. 3.

I

II

where M , M , and CII are determined by Eqs. (13),
(14), and (7) and by fun tions in the Table. Only the
term that is linear in  is retained in (18). It is determined only by the admixture of the dxy orbital in
Eq. (16). The ontributions from d-orbitals of xz; yz
symmetries in (16) are of the se ond order of magnitude in . The se ond term in (18) is an even fun tion
of ' and has a nonzero value at ' = 0 and  when all
the three ve tors q , n, and kf lie in the mirror plane
xz and geometri al di hroism disappears.
Be ause the sign of D(' = 0) depends on the sign
of the spin proje tionP of the eje ted ele tron, the
overall di hroism D =  D(; ') must be zero for the
initial paramagnet (PM) state of the system. For the
PM state, the di hroism at ' = 0 and  an therefore
be observed only if the eje ted ele trons with a denite
spin proje tion on n are sele ted. For this PM state,
the time reversal symmetry is broken just by a measurement of the spin polarization of the photoele tron.

But there exist TRSB states in whi h dierent regions of the k spa e are hara terized by dierent spin
polarizations. For example, for the ground state with
a spiral spin stru ture, the TRSB ee t manifests in
ARPES by a nonzero overall di hroism at arrangement
of all ve tors q ; n; kf in the mirror plane.
We now demonstrate the polarization sele tivity of
the level o upan ies in the k -spa e for the spiral state
of the 2D t t0 U Hubbard model. Cal ulations were
arried out for the model with U=t = 6, t0 =t = 0:1
at the doping 0.15 holes per site. The spiral meaneld (MF) solution is hara terized by average spins
hSn i = d(ex os Qn + ey sin Qn) rotating in the xy
plane. We study the MF states of two types, with the
spirality ve tors

QI = (

ÆQx ;  );

QII = (

ÆQ; 

ÆQ)

(19)

dire ted along the CuO bond or along the diagonal.
The spe tral fun tion A (k; ! ) at ! = 0 for a denite
1087
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QI
Fig. 4.

+

−

QII

VS

Relative signs of the TRSB di hroism signal for k lying on dierent mirror planes of the latti e for spiral states with
the spirality ve tors Q and Q in (19), or for the state proposed by Varma (VS)
I

II

spin proje tion  on the z axis (perpendi ular to the
spin rotation plane) is given by

A (k; ) =

X
i;f

jh f j k j i ij2 f (Ei )Æ

(Ei

Ef ); (20)

where the Fermi fun tion f (Ei ) depends on oneele tron levels of the MF solution and Æ (x) is the
Æ -fun tion broadened with the parameter  0:05t.
In Fig. 3, we show an image of the spin-sele tive
P and
overall spe tral fun tions A=" (k) and A(k) =  A
at ! = 0 for two types of spiral states. Dark and light
gray lines in Fig. 3 orrespond to the main and shadow
spin-sele tive ( = ") se tions of the Fermi surfa es.
Similar images for  = # are obtained from those for
 = " by inversion k ! k. The spin dependen e of
the level o upan y in the k spa e is related to the spin
urrents J" = J# / Q existing in the spiral state.
Thus, the TRSB state with a spiral spin stru ture
ertainly has spin-sele tive se tions of the Fermi surfa e. As a onsequen e, we an observe the TRSB
di hroism of the ARPES signal even at a oplanar arrangement of the setup ve tors q ; n, and kf in the
mirror plane. Two fa tors are de isive here. 1) The
ARPES signal orresponds to a denite lo al region
of k that is asso iated with a denite spin polarization for a given spirality ve tor Q. 2) In a ordan e
with Eqs. (16) and (17), a denite spin polarization indu es the orbital angular momenta on Cu enters and
orresponding nonzero di hroism at the oplanar setup
onguration via the spinorbit intera tion.
In order to estimate the ee t, we use the spin
orbit onstant   800 m 1 following from the ex itation spe trum of CuI , CuII [22℄ and the splitting of
d-orbitals ÆE = Ex2 y2 Exy  12 eV in the rystal eld. We then have the value C = 0:00250.005
for the amplitude in (16). At the setup onguration
with  = 0,  = k = =4, ' =  and 0 and with
the same arbitrarily hosen oe ients (7) as in Fig. 2

(jCI =C0 j = jCII =C0 j = 1, Æ ;l = 0; 3=4; =4), we obtain for the TRSB di hroism max jDj = 0:0330.066 at
k orresponding ' = 0 or  lying in the mirror plane.
This value is onsistent with the TRSB di hroism signal  35 % observed in UD uprates [3℄.
In on lusion, we have shown that the TRSB di hroism observed in the ARPES spe tra of the UD uprates
may be related to a lo al spiral spin order in the system.
This hypothesis diers from the model TRSB state proposed by Varma et al. [4, 5℄, who onne t the TRSB
with aligned harge ir ular mi ro urrents on plaquettes of the CuO2 plane. Instead, the spiral spin order
implies the appearan e of lo al spin urrents J" = J#
of a ma ro s ale, about the domain size. The existen e
of dierent domains with dierent signs and values of
the TRSB di hroism signal has been shown by studying
a set of samples of UD BSCCO in [3℄. The following
test for the new hypothesis may be proposed. The rotation of the sample by 180Æ around the z axis does
hange the sign of the TRSB di hroism D(' =  ) in
our hypothesis and does not hange the sign in ase of
the TRSB state onstru ted in [4℄. In the former ase,
the rotation hanges the signs of the spin urrents and
of the spin polarization. Relative signs of the TRSB
di hroism signal at dierent mirror planes of uprate
for two types of spiral states (19) and for the state proposed by Varma are illustrated in Fig. 4. These signs
an be measured only if the ARPES signal omes from
the same domain of a sample before and after its rotation and if the spin urrents of the spiral state are
pinned during the rotation of the sample. We note
that for the ferromagnet alignment of spins in surfa e
layers, the TRSB di hroism has the same signs along
all dire tions in mirror planes of the latti e.
Great sensitivity of the Fermi surfa e (FS) to
the spin stru ture leads to the questions that are
important for understanding the pseudogap state of
BSCCO: is the observed FS a omposed result oming
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from several domains with dierent urrents? What is
the dynami s of these urrents and domains in the UD
uprates? Can the spin u tuations be frozen near the
surfa e into stati domains with a spiral or ferromagnet
spin order? We note that the ARPES te hnique probes
only a few surfa e layers. Observing the TRSB ee t
with the use of ARPES therefore requires a orrelated
spiral order only in these few surfa e layers, whereas
the bulk TRSB ee t may be destroyed. An additional
test for the supposed lo al spiral order is possible.
One an measure the spin polarization hSi of ele trons
eje ted from dierent se tions of the Fermi surfa e
and he k the orrelations of the dire tion of hSi with
the sign of the TRSB di hroism signal D(') at ' =  .
This program requires a spin-sele tive dete tion of
photoele trons. Su h dete tion is now realized in a
total spinorbit photoemission measurement [23℄.
Its appli ation in ARPES might elu idate the nature
of TRSB di hroism of photoemission from UD uprate.
This work is supported by the RFBR (grants
 00-03-32981 and  00-15-97334). The author is
grateful to A. A. Ov hinnikov and V. Ya. Krivnov for
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